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We’re looking for a dynamic and diligent
Assistant Producer to join our expanding
Production Team. This role will be central
to our production team and will work with
our Senior Producers in organising and
executing our Artistic Director’s vision for our
productions. The Assistant Producer will lead
on the annual Casting process and Member
recruitment across productions and will be
key to matching our membership talent to
projects, creating opportunities nationally for
our membership.
As an organisation we produce 10
productions and events a year at
leading venues UK-wide, in London’s
West End and internationally. The
Assistant Producer will play a leading
role in the delivery of the productions.
We work with professional creative
teams, as well as technical and
backstage freelancers to offer unique
and top quality training opportunities
to both our acting and backstage
NYT members on our productions.

We are an equal opportunities and
disability confident employer and we
actively encourage disabled people
and people from backgrounds currently
underrepresented in our team and the
arts workforce to apply. If you require
any of this information in another format
or have any access requirements to
complete your application get in touch
on jobs@nyt. org.uk / 0203 696 7066. All
disabled candidates who demonstrate
that they meet the minimum criteria will
be invited for an interview.

We place a strong emphasis on
commissioning new work and have
helped to launch the careers of
some of Britain’s leading writers, such
as James Graham, James Fritz and
Karla Crome and actors such as
Dame Helen Mirren, Daniel Craig,
Zawe Ashton, Chiwetel Ejiofor and
Rosamund Pike. We view this role as
one with potential for organisational
advancement.

Responsible to:
Senior Producers
Responsible for:
Production & Casting Assistant
Working hours:
This is a full‐time permanent post
working Monday to Friday, 10.00 –
18.00, with additional hours as and
when required to meet the needs of
the NYT Programme, and as agreed
with the Senior Managers. Saturday
and evening working expected during
Casting and Production Periods.
Salary:
£30,000
Location:
Working from our newly renovated
Creative Production House at 443-445
Holloway Road, London, N7 6LW and,
as required, other venues nationally
where we are delivering work. Due to
the nature of our work the Production
Team are largely based on site at our
venue, though part remote working is
also an option.
Apply Now
Deadline:
10am 16th May 2022
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Interviews will take place in the week
commencing W/C 23 May
www.nyt.org.uk

About National Youth Theatre
The National Youth Theatre is a pioneering
youth arts charity that nurtures creative
expression, personal wellbeing and skills
development, engaging thousands of young
people aged 11- 25 around the UK every
year. Established in 1956 as the world’s
first youth theatre, we have empowered
hundreds of thousands of young people over
65 years.

We seek out, support and champion
performers, theatre technicians
and young creative leaders from
Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
commissioning brave and relevant
new writing and reinterpreting
classic stories for our time. Every
year we reach out across the
country to engage thousands of
young people in creative activities
designed to help them learn new
skills, find their voices and connect
to a national creative community of
people and opportunities. Our free
creative leadership, safeguarding,
intersectionality and inclusive
practice training underpin our work
with hundreds of creative freelance
professionals each year.

In the coming years work will include
a major partnership with Leeds 2023,
productions at leading theatres
around the UK and in the West End,
an expanding inclusive practice
programme, new commissions and
youth-led work in our Workshop Theatre,
an ever-growing digital offer driven by
the NYT Hub and new opportunities
to collaborate with NYT Associate
Companies and industry leaders.
More information on our programme
may be found at www.nyt.org.uk.

We produce ambitious theatrical
productions in local communities, on
leading global stages and in unusual
spaces across the UK and beyond.
In recent years this has ranged from
London Fashion Week and COP26 in
the west end of Glasgow to libraries
in Liverpool, an earth amphitheatre
in Shropshire and theatres in the
heart of London’s West End. We
empowering young diverse voices
and foregrounds the issues that
matter most to young people.
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Watch our work

“the revamped NYT
stands as a beacon
of optimism for the
next generation of
dramatic talent,
on-stage and off”
— The Guardian
www.nyt.org.uk

National Youth Theatre Culture
At the National Youth Theatre we work to
create a culture that is inclusive, creative
and collaborative. We celebrate all the
ways we are different and aim to create
an environment where everyone can thrive
and do their best work. We want our culture
to create spaces where young people
from around the UK can be together,
be brave and create bold work. We ask
everyone involved in making each project
to approach it with generosity, curiosity,
kindness and respect.
Key Responsibilities
• To manage the scheduling, communication, contracting, administration and
running of the NYT casting process, and to manage the running budget and issue
contracts.
• To organise, schedule and be present at all NYT Casting Auditions and Recall
Auditions and ensuring they are coordinated and resourced appropriately, as
well as serving as the lead pastoral contact and first aider.
• To have a thorough and up to date knowledge of the membership skills set
and range of casting opportunities for NYT, communicating effectively on
opportunities with our membership.
• To manage the production bursary allocation and provide all bursary information
to all participating members on projects as well as award and co-ordinate their
results.
• To assist the Senior Producers in the coordination and delivery of all productions.
This includes but is not limited to managing and distributing petty cash, resourcing
and communicating all production and company logistics, leading with the
recruitment of technical and stage management members and staff, assisting
in the drafting of production contracts, logging the return of invoices, overseeing
all complimentary ticket allocations, Front of House logistics, and distribution of
company mobile phones and coordinating company email addresses.
• To support the development of our digital ambitions of NYT for all productions,
including commissioning digital work, live streaming from Holloway Road and
digital work with schools working closely with our Head of Communications and
Digital.
• To book and manage rehearsal space bookings for all R&Ds, productions and
events.
• Management of key relevant areas of all production budgets.
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• To manage the open calls and advertising recruitment process for all production
staff, creatives and technical staff negotiating with agents when required.
• To act as line manager to all CSMs, Production assistants and Casting assistants,
per project.
• To support the production teams with all logistical and practical support and lead
on problem solving when required.
• To coordinate specific R&Ds, workshops and events.
• To create and collate NYT Member Acceptance Forms, Company Packs, Contact
Sheets, Contact Cards and coordinate Production Meetings for all NYT Productions
and Events.
• To oversee, coordinate, schedule and communicate with all returning NYT
Technical Members. Including allocation to productions & events and coordinate
all associated admin; acceptance forms, company packs, schedules and
contact cards.
• To manage NYT Technical members relationships with the creatives they are
working with and ensure there are opportunities for these members on all
productions, R&Ds and events. To assist the Producer in resourcing, coordinating
and administrating NYT’s National and International Programme. This includes but
is not limited to travel, applying for visas, booking flights and accommodation,
organising company briefings, creating concept sheets, coordinating rehearsals
and communicating all logistical information to the team.
• To deliver research as and when it is required for the Senior Producers and Artistic
Director.
• Updating Project Sheets and communicate production updates to relevant
members of the team.
• Maintaining cast and tech show notes and production bible once the show has
closed.
• Organising all feedback and data, when required from NYT members and
production, technical and creative staff.
• To work with the Executive Assistant in ensuring all project and production staff
have up to date DBS checks, First Aid Training, scheduled Safeguarding Briefings,
and online safeguarding training, as well as overseeing safeguarding practices in
casting auditions and season rehearsals.
General
• Attend NYT productions and projects including press nights and fundraising events.
• Represent the interests of NYT at meetings with stakeholders and partners, and at
other events.
• Keep abreast of developments in theatre and arts management practice.
• Specifically support the development of NYT’s Anti Black Racism work across all our
programmes.
• Ensure that delivery complies with NYT data capture and information
management procedures.
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• Ensure that NYT’s Diversity & Equality Policy; Equality, Diversity & Inclusion Action Plan;
and Safeguarding Policy are adhered to at all times by freelance staff contracted.
• Support the implementation of monitoring and evaluation processes across NYT.
• Operate within NYT’s policy framework at all times.
• Work within agreed budgets and always in the best financial interests of NYT and
our charitable aims.
• Contribute to the smooth-running of the office and organisation.
• Undertake any other duties reasonably requested by senior team members as
appropriate.
Person Specification
• Essential Experience and Characteristics
• 1-3 years of experience working in theatre production and/or events.
• An understanding of the process of producing theatre
• Experience and confidence in using Microsoft Outlook, Word, Excel.
• A can do attitude and ambitious spirit.
• Ability to work effectively as part of a busy team.
• Confident communication style in person, on the phone and via online
communication tools such as Zoom, Skype, Microsoft Teams.
• A meticulous eye for detail.
• The ability to multitask.
• Extremely organised.
• Confidence in managing financial processes and working with figures.
• Be pre-emptive and show initiative.
• Desire to pursue arts administration/ general management/producing as a career.
• Manage a varied workload, with multiple deadlines.
• An interest in working with Young People, and ability to oversee pastoral care.
• A happy working attitude and a good sense humour.
• Have a good working knowledge of NYT’s business plan and contribute to its
implementation.
• Ability to adapt communication styles to a range of different audiences and
purposes.
• Proven ability to carry out tasks independently as instructed and use initiative when
needed.
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• A willingness to work flexible hours as required.Strong understanding of and
commitment to diversity in all its forms.
• Personal understanding of and commitment to Equality of Opportunity.
• An interest in and an understanding of the arts and creative sectors and the
breadth of opportunities provided by NYT.
• Personal commitment to inclusion and the delivery of arts or educational
programmes to a broad range of participants and to removing barriers to
participation that might otherwise exist.

Desirable Experience and Characteristics
• Experience of the arts, digital work, creative sectors and understanding of the
breadth of opportunities provided by NYT
• Experience in West End, Regional and Touring Theatre
• Experience in negotiating and preparing contracts
• Knowledge or experience of Safeguarding best practice
(training will be provided)
• Professional understanding of and commitment to Equality of Opportunity
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National
Youth Theatre
Production House
for Young People
443-445
Holloway Road,
N7 6LW
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The National Youth Theatre (NYT) has occupied
its building on Holloway Road in North London
since 1987. Originally a Mission Hall built in
1872 designed by George Truefitt, the building
then was used as a People’s Picture Palace
screening films and then became a furniture
warehouse before returning to its public
entertainment heritage with the NYT. In the 1900s
the building sat opposite a 1000+ seat Music
Hall and since the NYT’s arrival in 1987 we have
carried on that mantle with our building hosting
rehearsals for some of the biggest awardwinning West End musicals.
In 2020 the NYT acquired a 999-year lease on the
building with support from Arts Council England
to secure it as the long-term home for the charity.
In order to make the building fit for the purposes
of the company’s growing work in 2020 we
began a major transformation of the building.
The ambitious redevelopment was designed
to create a National Production House for
young people to develop their talent alongside
professional rehearsals.
The building is part of a growing creative campus
on the Holloway Road, which also includes
Costume and TV production companies.
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• Creating an accessible and welcoming new front entrance to open the
building to the public and attract a greater number of visitors from the local
area and beyond

On The Edge performance at
COP26 photo by Gaëlle Beri

• Building a Workshop Theatre where productions by NYT talent and visiting
companies can be shared with audiences, industry colleagues and local
school pupils
• Doubling the number of young people NYT can work with in the building with
five new spaces
• Provide long-term financial sustainability for the charity by increasing our
capacity to rent out state-of-the-art facilities to industry partners while
maintaining our activity
• Creating a symbiotic relationship between industry professionals hiring the
building and young creatives and early career professionals developing their
talent in the spaces
• Significantly improving accessibility including a Changing Places Toilet, an
accessible main entrance and fully accessible spaces across five floors
• Encouraging a mixed-use ethos where creatives across disciplines at different
stages of their careers can work alongside each-other in a mutually beneficial
interactive creative environment
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The transformation of the building has been designed by internationally
acclaimed architects DSHDA, working with Gardiner and Theobald, SSV
Acoustics and David Akera Engineering.
We are very grateful to these organisations who are supporting the
redevelopment of our home to create a National Production House for Young
People: the Mayor of London’s Good Growth Fund, The Kirby Laing Foundation,
Arts Council England, London Marathon Charitable Trust, the Christina Smith
Foundation and City Bridge Trust, the City of London Corporation’s charitable
funder. We’re also incredibly grateful to Michael Bonehill and Edwards Duthie
Shamash for their pro-bono legal support, which we couldn’t have redeveloped
the building without and Islington Council for their support.
The building is now open and thousands of young people have already come
through our doors since the redevelopment. Spaces are available to hire and
for use by our members and associate companies.
The Ancestors cast at
Portchester Castle photo by
Sadé Elufowoju
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National Youth Theatre Programme in 2022
Find out more about our programme around the UK in 2022, which will include:

Lost Boys at a library in
Liverpool on a community
tour, photo by Brian Roberts

• A major large-scale outdoor filmed event
• A production at a leading international festival in the north of England
• A free national auditions open day roadshow at 11 venues UK-wide
• The return of the NYT REP Company, which offers a free alternative to formal
training and provides a vital accessible route into the Industry.
• New writing commissions and youth-led work at our creative production
house.
• The continuation of our new Inclusive Practice Collective, bringing drama to
disabled young people in schools in Bradford, Leeds, Greater Manchester,
London and West Yorkshire and providing paid roles for 60 unemployed young
people aged 18-25.
• A major new partnership with Leeds 2023, building towards a major series of
productions and events in summer 2023
• Screenings of The Ancestors by Lakesha Arie-Angelo exploring the 18th
Century Caribbean uprising and the untold stories of Black Prisoners of War
held at the castle, in partnership English Heritage as part of their Shout Out
Loud programme and the University of Warwick
• Two new production by our Playing Up course and the second cohort of our
new relaunched Stepping Up course, as part of wider targeted inclusion
programme
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• The continuation of MELT our multi-year creative response to the climate
crisis, in partnership with the University of Hull and industry partners from the
renewable energy sector.
• Auditions, acting and backstage courses and masterclasses for thousands of
young people, in person in Northampton and London, online and including
developing part time courses to improve accessibility.
• Online and in-person skills-workshops, talks with industry leaders and training as
part of our NYT HUB, developed as part of our response to the pandemic, and
members programme.
• We’ve completed a 360 degree external review into how National Youth
Theatre safeguards against racism and discrimination, commissioned by
NYT Trustee David Lammy MP and led by Kwame Kwei-Armah, working with
Amanda Parker, Sue Emmas and Jenny Afia.
• An ongoing partnership with Touretteshero to develop opportunities to
grow and develop our pilot Digital Heroes of the Imagination project with
neurodiverse young people
• Creative work curated and creative by our young people through our
#MadebyMembers programme, which includes showcases online and in
person like RUSH celebrating young Black creative talent, MIXTAPE profiling
original music by our members and The Queer Edition, championing LGBTQ+
voices in the company.
• Research and development with young people exploring new creative
work in development around themes including disability, LGBTQ+ issues, the
environment, science, race, iconic musicians and more.
• Continued training in Intersectional Equality, Safeguarding, Creative
Leadership, NYT’s approach to working with young people and Health and
Safety for NYT full-time staff, freelancers and young people.
• The continuation of our digital programme with partners including TikTok,
Samsung and more.

National Youth Theatre would like to thank the following people and
organisations for their support of Playing Up in the 2020/21 academic year:
The JGA Group, The Portal Trust, The Ironmongers’ Company, The Clothworkers’
Foundation, The Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation, The Derek Hill Foundation,
Charles S French Charitable Trust, Jacqueline Worswick, The Teale Charitable
Foundation, Boris Karloff Charitable Foundation and Jack Petchey Foundation.
We would also like to thank our our principal supporters Arts Council England
as well as all of NYT’s Centre Stage Supporters and Investors in Talent.
We are grateful to support from the Culture Recovery Fund #hereforculture
Find out more about our work by following us on social media and via
our website www.nyt.org.uk
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